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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the author's research on the

relative impact of various communication structures, particularly the
mass media, on the formation of attitudes regarding war and peace,
and the relationship of these source ratings to age and sex. The
sample consisted of 611 randomly selected public school students from
grades 5, 7, 10, and 12 in Vancouver, Canada. Methodology involved
the administration of a series of open-ended questions measuring the
individual's orientations to several different war-peace concepts,
and the amount of influence each of a variety of potential sources
had on each orientation. Six-point scales were utilized to examine
the influence of: family members, friends, home TV, radio,
newspapers, magazines, books, movies, teachers, textbooks, school
movies, school TV, minister, and content of religion. Among other
findings reported were: 1) ratings of the utility of various sources
tend to differ mainly between the concepts of the word war and the
causes of war, on the one hand, and the remaining concepts on the
other; 2) TV at home has the highest utility for ii cr -Ipts; and,
3) in the upper grades, TV at home is only of s. iportance
for several concepts, magazines and newspapers asbuwing greater
influence. The author states that there is a need for further
research on why certain sources are of more utility than others for
certain orientations. (aLB)
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Introduction

Pre-adults in England, Germany, and Japan show an increment with

age in responses concerned with negative effects of war on people,

whereas preadults in Norway show a decreasino tendency with age to

render such re3ponses. 1 One might attribute this disparity to the

difference in commconication structure in the four countries. It is

reasonable to expect that more subjects in the English, Japanese and

German samples have been exposed to more information about air attackS,

boMbing and actual warfare with all its negative cooseguences than

have Norwegian children- Previous research points out that friends,

family, school, mass media.and religion have varying degrees of

utility in the formation of orientations to international objects such

as peace and war.2 rt is anticipated that some of the variance can

be attributed !,:o the cultural context, e.g. the historical and current

setting for the communication as well as the nature of the content

transmitted through various channels. The presence or absence of

particular channels in a given social system, especially mass media, would

be an important dimension to take into account when explaining the

etiology of war-peace concepts cross-nationally.

Recent research on the Impact of the communication structure in

the formation ci war-peace orientations suggests that mass media is

the primary soorce among high-school students in an urban setting in the

United States. Among the mass media, TV,

apparently of greater utility than books,

The influence of the peer group is second

Experiences gaincid at school are third in

newspapers, and magazines are

radio, and movies in theaters.

in importance tp mass media.

degree of utility, Teachers
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seem to provide the most impact on student orientations, with

textbooks assuming secondary importance, whereas Tv and movies in school

are generally low on the utility dimension. Family meMbers rank

rmurth as agents of international
socialization, with an equal 7;:ating

for father, mother, and others in the family. Religion Is definiely

the scarce, of least influence.in the-process of acquiring the orients-

tions measured.
3 These results are --ported by Hollander who investi-

gated source utility as zelated tower in.generol and the war in

Vietnam specifically. -ae did nct.pcobe peace concepte.4 Aesults

from a recent utudy conducted among.adolascents in Seattle support the

above findings Mess media was generally cited more frequently then

any other source category for transnational as well as national

orientations. Within the mass media categowe "television was the most

frequently cited medium, with newscasts being selected as the primary

content area."5 -Documentaries on television played a secondary role in

-this connection S.1,Alcol sources, friends,: family, and religion

followed according to priority.
6

The Above discussions of recent reEearch in the Area sociali-

nation agents menifests et least tWO factors which limit the generalimaLion

of findingsi U) the subjects were'ell a,ndl (2) tkie

three studies imre sit conducted in one cultural setting. Although

investigations) have been conducted in other settincp and among other

age groups, Implicatoa studies focusing on the effect of communication

structure in &-fferent cultural climates are non-existant as far as

war-peace concepts are concerned.

Several models of the processes of international socialization

have been suggested, e.g. the accumulation model, the role transfer model,



-h etiflcio zod,,?.1 and the co1ive-cl-lve1oant

arhes,i. Tli-dels Leal ,.2ith the infortionel envirznatant as o .Tlausel

factvx :,;(1 one .g-rea o4" Tinothar. Wewertheleso, no moils' qaTists

that focyl.e.:: pLLC1t7 Taribic on inToss-nattlone: bess.

Ons might eop vary more frk one nation to another

than a -factor auch ns coguitSve davolopmenr. Mance it io rr2we%.1..

as :II.ortant TO.n insight thout the sefect of crmmunio,Ation in

diVersa

Tht pritsnt investigation is a replication me the author's

Seattle stwly, altaough in the /steer, data were collected elzong

high-school av.udants on/y. Tho purpoze of th$.ta roEvar.i to ,a2swi

.the re1ativ.1 :1-tract of various sv,ircas 031 var-peacse concer,,ts amonq

public of;)1o.-A. nC.7.12dente from grzata 5, 70 10p m.ad 12 i T.MTiccuver,

Carlade relate tA.ndings to :sox and grado (61ge). Purt-cermore,

the intnnti:xo lo to a=ive at ;;T, ibmr-pe,slckl JATieorm,tionol atility

mdeA, olmq,azAtive ana:t.yvic; ot regJulta Ercm the two g:tmdies will

he ix.m.3,nted, et a letsx.
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Methodology

The research model employed.in the present study has been

reported on previously.9 Hence only a short summary of the methclogy

used will bs given. The instrument consists of ten pages. Each page

contains (1) questions to measure the individual's orientations to

concepts related to war/peace and (2) devices to assess the value

of sources as they affected that orientation. It was decided that

the inclusion of devices to assess source utility ought to be postponed

until all ths "orientations" for concepts had been identified. XII

this wny, the orientations identified would not be influenced by the

process of judging the value of sources (the latter were hidden by

a cover sheet until all the worientation questions" had been answered).

The utility of a source is assessed by having the subjects indicate or

a olz-point =ale the amount of influence each of a variety of potential

sources hes hsd on the respondent as ha or she learned the answers to

the questions on that page. The eilsteen scales are randomized on each

ptage in order to luj.nimize skit formation.

The orienLatione to the ten diftlerunt concepts relaed to plvece and

wfts were meavured by asking the following oper-endol questions (the

abbreviation used later in this naper is written in capial letters):

Page 1. Whet do you think about yhen you hear the

word "war"? WAR

Page 2. What do,yOu think about when you hear the

word '"pence"? FEriCE

Page 3- What do you think leads to war? CAUSES oF WAR

Pacle 4. What do you think can be done.to prevent war? WAR PREVENTION

5
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Page S. Do 3ou thiak it is right loci a country

to take part in a var'e (Questi.ons Elbout

rationale were included)

Inge 6. Do yu think it le possible to avoid war?

(Q12,7astions ;about rationale were included)

Pe..ge 7 s there anythlno cnsids people that caunes

war? (usetion2 e.lont rationale were

included)

Page 8. You said you believe that there is something

inside people that causes war. Do you believe

that people are born this wsy or that people

lcarn those feelings uhen they grow up?

(Questions about rationale were included)

Page R. You aaid you balieve that there ie something

inside peohile that causes mar. Do you thitsk

people can be changed so that them) feelings

ctuld be Ent to peaceful use? (Questions about

rationale were inc:Wdeld)

Pa-so 13. Eow much have you learned from each place when

ynu gave your answers to all the questions about

paloo and war?

MORALITY

EVITABILrrY

HUNAN NATURE I

HUMAN NATURE II

RUMAN NATURE /II

OVERELL

The sample in the present atudy consists of 611 public-school

students in 174,ncouver, B.C. TOAe 1 shows the distribution of subject* .

on the .grade end. sex variables. The sample was drawn according to the

following procedure: /0

1. six schools were chosen to be the basis of sample
selection. Two of these were high schools and four
were elementary schools. One of the high schools
was located in a higher socioeconomic area than the



cther and two elementary schools were located
in a higher socioecononic area than the other two.

2. In those six schools no specific criteria for grouping
students are used. Mence, both elementary and
secondary classes contain :& varied composition of
students.

3. A list of classes on the feur grade levels was
obtainet3. .F.'r,-In.this list tour class:es on each
grade level were selected en a random basis. All
students in each of th.a classes !r.,:are tested.

Since st7.1dents were not grouped in classes accereAing to any

selection criterion and were selected for the sample on the basis of

class randont.ixetion, it seems reasonable to argue that findings can

be generalized to the total population oil 5th, 7th, 10th and 12th

grade student:; in the four schools.

Grade

Tah'...e 1: Distribution of subjects on the
grads and eels, variables.

Sex

Roy

5 f32 53 115

7 65 87__ 152
WM.

N 0 177

12 95 72 167

306

ItiALOVV1:0610.1....

305 611,* 0...I.

The design w:ed in this oups.-anent is th&i: of :repeated measlAxemente

on trend awlysis. Edwards states that this daSign involves the notion that

. a single subject Corresponds to 4."block" in the randomized block design.

The purpose of this design is. to -determine "whethel: certain charactestics

of the.trend. of-the- trial. means are statistically significant or
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whether they cen be ette:fouted tu ranCom variation."- In the preeent

study the trial meens refer to the ten oeans obtained for each of, the

sixteen sources on e six-point scale. This constitutes the dependent

variable and in used in assessing the chenge in performance over a

series of triels under different exoerimental trestmentu.
12

ten treatments refer to the attributes given to ten diffement concepts

related to peace and war (cf. no. 45). This treatment factor constitutes

the independent variable. Thera are two organismic factors apart

from the treatment factor. One orgenismic factor ie arsae with four levels,
,

vim. 5th, 7th, 10th and 12th grada. The second organismic factor is

sax ulth two levels, vi s. boys and girls. The sixteen sourems of

information nee einalyzed separately.

since there are unequal n's in the ten treatment groups, the

analysis of variance was computed usrig treatment means as single

observations. The analysis was cenduced according to proceduree set

13 .forth by Edwards. Ocservations were estimated for twenty-one subjects

on pages eight and nine. These subjects anowered "no" to the question

on pnge seven )rrtnining to whether they believed that there is something

inside people that causes war. Henoo, they were anked to skip praeaes

eight and nine.



Analysis of Mita

Z-aielysis of Viriance

The analais of v.=iance of ratings of these sixte6Tm sources

are reported ruw separately in T4tb1 e 2z (1) thrne family sources,

viz. father, 1Rottx*.x, othctrs in 7!amaly, (2) friends, (3) wiz mass

media r;ourcez, vie. TV at home, radio, newspapers, magas:ines, boo:ka ana

movies in tbaters, (4) four schcol moarcen, via teachers, teuthooks,

movies in school, kaid television in achcalg and (S religion sources.

viz. minister or teacher in church and content of religion. An

asterisk denes that there in a significant diffezence on the .01

level.

Xt. _2 oatYrioun trcsa Table 2 that tho mein trentmeitt 1:ffect (concept)

aCcounts for Iluch of the variftnto. All sources haws sivnificant

ratingn noros. concepts. Second in importanCe ia the interaction

effect of Grade X Cement ';'ihere twvav sources lultv.:3 -1:1'w.eived significantly

diffa,rent ret:eca. Th&;,, effect Qi coaae (aga) is sigeficently different

un ten of thr *:/..rteran :nonrces, whereav: for'c af the F-values for acx

oivinificently dif747erent. T114-,rea IA, no ragni'a.,,,,ante.: ZP-velao for

the AnteractiQr:o Sv:t Conszpt, 4tne, amdin X So:c X Concept:.

fl,lowing, the dIr4iction of the, .;isrn-ificant F-ratioe

will be an,sly:,ao. Duncan's New Multiple Etzn,qe Taut ,;.,c,mb5ned with plottina

of Inaan will be used for tindiz,g sigraficant aifferenc s among

means for the mein effects of grsde nna ccmcept. The main affects

,of ee l! will be apparent by looking &t the siz of- the two means.

Interaction e:ffects involving grade will be tested by finding the linear

component.
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Table 2: ceimpilation of significant F-ratios (an
Aoterisk signifies a significant difference
on the .01 level)

'...-PracAex;pex 1..:onqeut-. ural.lexi.:uncept. .,:...xxuoncept.

Father
1

*
. -----

Mother *

Othe4s in family

Friends *. *
.

TV

---1---

-----
Radio

1
* *

*

i

t

i

Nawspatrers *
.

Magazines * * *
_.-1..._.

Books * * *
.......--

Movies (Theaters) *
,

-

--

.

* t

Teachers * *
...

Textbooks * * *

-Movies (School) *
J ----___

* *

TV (SchtmA)

Minister

Content (Religion) * 4 It
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Main Effect of coastEla

All sixteen sources received significantly Ciferent ratings over:

the ten levels of the treatment variable (concepts)i In Figures 1, 2;

and 3 eight means for each source have been paotted. The three'ratings

on pages 7, 8, and 9 of the instrument pertaining to HUMAN NATURE were

coMbined because none of these ratings differed significantly with

each other. In addition to the plotting of means, Duncan's New

Multiple Range Test was performed in order to locate which means are

significantly different from the others (p(.01). For simplification

purposes the results from this test will not be reported on here in

tabular form. They serve as the basis for interpretation.of Figures 1,

2, and 3.

It is apearert that Subjects tended to view the overall question

on page 10 in the instrument as worth a higher rating than .the separate

parts of this geestion over the previous pages (on page 10 sdbjects

ewere asked to rate source utility pertaining to acquiring answers to .

all questions in the instrument). /n the Seattle study an average

increase between the sixteen sets was .7. Rather than viewing this

discrepancy in ratings as an inconaietency, it is suggested that this

consistent higher rating of the scales on page 10 ie due to a

cumulative effect. That is, the importance of each source in the

subject's mind may have been inflated in proportion to the subject's

feeling that compreheneiveness suggests greater importance. No

consistency measures have been computed on the present data. Nevertheless,

the phenomenon described above is similar to the Seattle study in

which high internal consistency (reliability) was found.
14

Hence, the

20% of 'significant comparisons on Duncen's Test involving the overall
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rating on page 10 will not be commented on l'orther.

The ratings given to mother, ninistc_r ank( content of nligion

are significantly higher for 1%EXCE "Ihan gor WhR (Figure 1). The

reverse is the case for all mass media sc,urce:3 (Figare 2) ald Ixechern

(Figure 3).

This finding also sorplies to the Seattle stddy aiough Dither

.was seen as of more utility in acquiring the oDncept "ftnR tlu-;n other

ooncepts.25 This suggeats enot'osim role of the father in thu

Canadian family as:opposed the. American Tho ratings of

wother- friends, and the two religion evarces tend to bal., hisher for

HUMAN YATURE than for WAR. Als, these soures as weal as vthers in

fmmily are of greater utility for PEACE than :Zor CAUSES OF WAR. Four

sources-in Figure 1 have stronger association with PEACE than with

MORALXTY. and EVITABILTTY. :Friends and the tw'o religion sources

havehigher ratings for MACE than for PREVENTION OP WAR. tasvonses to
_

questions on HUMAN MATURE are acquired to n greater extant from paers,-

friends and religion, than reaponees to questions on CAUSFS OP WAR and

MORALITY.

4,4

N.

leriends

Peither

Mother

Others in temily

-......
.

,...
----------------sz----- Content of rell{Pon

_ ....- --
00......

--.: Minister

2.-0:' :

:
.................---,,..r

.........--....--1, ........,...---: ......7.7 .......

War: Peace Causes: i Proven- Mora Evita- Faturs Overall

tion :
lity bility

Figere_1: Plotting of Means Across Conce2:sts for School
'and Religion Sources 12
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The ratings for most mass media sources are higher for WAR

than for any of the other concepts (Figure 2). Mass media tend

to be of greater utility for CAUSES OP WAR than for PREVENTION OF

Mit., MORALITY, EVITABTLITY and HUMAN NATURE. For soma mass media

sources the ratings for PREVENTTON OP WAR are lower than ratings

for MORALITY and HUMAN NATURE: Likewise, some of the ratings in

Figure 2 are higher for MORALITY than e HUMAN NATURE and hig'.,er

for EVITABILITY than for HUMAN NATURE.

/17

TV at home

NewspAners

Radio

, Magazines
/.

Books

\
..# , ......, ''".

..,..... .,...'\
3.0

4.
./ N. Movie 4.n theaters

2.5
War Peace Causes Proven- Mors- Evita- Vstlare Overall

tion lity .bility

Figure t Plotting of Means Across Concepts for
Mass Media Sourcep
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Teachers are of :more utility for the WAR concept than for

PEACE and HUMAN MATURE. Also, CAUSES OF WAR iz yore associated

with teachers and textbooks, than i5 PFACE. In.soma cases, the

ratings of teachers and teitbooks are higher for MORALITY, EVITA-

BILITY and HUMAN MATURE than for PEaCE and CAUSES OP MR.

Teachers.

"1//r

Tautbooks

Movies in school

tIat peace

TV in

.
Ccuses Proven- Mora- Evita- Nature Overall

tion lity bility

Figure 3: Plotting of Moans Across Concepts For School Sources

Taking the average rating for each source Over each concept as an

indicator for ranking of utility, the following findings apply: a prime

source for all concepts is TV at home. The newspaper has the second

highest mean ratings, Mean retingi between 2.6 and 3.7 apply to radio

:bookse teschers magazine e friends father and mother. Mean ratings ,

school
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en some of the concerts for the following sources also fall in

this range: movies in theaterss textboOks, and others in family.

Of least utility for ell concepts are movies in school, content of

religion, minister oreteacher in church and TV at school.

The above conclusions ere generally supported by previous

research in other dereaoped and industrialized societies: Thus, the

main conclusions hold true for the three Seattle studies-referred to

earlier (cf. page 2). Tha general conclusion in a study conducted in

Norway that children use "sources that capitalise upon receptive

activity rather than active participation in talk with other people"

seems to hold true for the yresent study as well.
16 A Swedish

study confirms the finding that mass media are attributed the most

significance.17

Main Effect of Grade

Ten of the sixteen ecurces of orientation received signiiicantly

different ratings on the four grade.levels. Table Dhows the results

of Duncan's Ilew Multiple Range Test (pG01). .0f the sixty possible

combinations in Table 3 (six for sech source) thirty-five differ

significantly. About half of these differences are obtained when

comparing ratihgs of 5th graders versus ratings of 10th and 12th graders.

Thesse eighteen comparisons all show that 5th graders vats the nine sources

significantly lower than 10th and 22th gradera. The same applies when

comparing 7th graders,and 12th graders, one comparison (PS in school)

shows a lower rdting by 7th graders than by 5th graders whereas the obverse

is the case for magazines.
. comparing ratings of 10th graders and 12th

graders only one is significantly different, viz. movies in school. The

IOth graders eate this source higher than 12th graders.
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Thirty-three a thirty-five significant comparisons dem-,,,,-

etr , that students of loKer grades tend to rate the aana sourc

sign:_ficantly lower than students of higher grades. This findinF

applic-s to the sources listed in Table 3, viz. friorlds, four of 'e six

mass media sozrces, all four school sources, and rne of the two s, irces

of re/1gion. one should note'that all four print sources (newspe.,9awr;

magRzines, books, school, textbooks), have significantly differeictratings

acrcso grades refleeting the increase in reading habits with age.

Also, it.leapparent that the peer group exerts more influence aTa

yrar-peace concepts throughout a Awe-adult a lifespan.

Table 3: Grerl-as 5, 7, and 10 compared with each
other and grade 12 (open Imams signify
no significant differences--p4,01)

bvs7 5vs10 vs vs 0 7vs Vs

Friends 5<10 5412 7<10 7(12

News:papers 500 50.2 70,2

Meg/mines 50 5<10 50.2 7<10 70,2

D001111 .50.0 7(10 702
Movias in
the theaters 5<10 7<3.0 7<12

Teawhers 5<10 542 740

TexUbooks 5<10 542 7<10 7(12

Novi/as in.
school 541C 562 7(10 1012

TV in school 57 7,410

content in religion 56.0 5( 12
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pain Effect of! Sen

The overall effect of the Emx variable? averaged over grade and

concept is significant for two family sources and the two sources of

religion (Figure 4,?.. The direction of this difference is the same for

ell four ratings, viz. boys rate mother, others in falai*, minister

or tedcher in church and content of religionsignificantly lower than girls.

Mean
3.0

2.

2.0
FiCkY

Mother

ers in family

Minister
Content of religion

uirl

Figure 4; Means of ratings for boys and girls
averaged over grades

Asely1122 of Grade Conamt.: Interaction

Table 4 shows significant differences in the form of the slope

for each of the ten concepts summed over the four grade levels.

Apparently, there are significant linear differences in all ratings

except one (m at home).

In Table S all 10:-ve3.ues used in searching for the linear trend are

liqted, as well as the sum total of Dm-values for each source. A positive

nuOber indicates an upward trend, and a negative number denotes ea downward

trend in,thelinear component. The greaterthe number, the steeper. will

be the pleipe.

17



TabIe 4: Significant linear components of the
snide x concept interactions (s-c. asterisk
sianifies significance beyond the .01 level)

Priends

TV at home

Rltdio

Uswanaimrs

Magaines

Books

Movies in theaters

Teachers

Textbooks

Movies in school

TV in school

Minister

Content (religionl

a

it ie apperent from Tab1e.5 thmt all ratings increase over the

four grade /eveis (cf. the column entitled utotal linear"). The

ratings of radio, TV in school, and minister or teacher Sn hurch,

however, show a remarkably lot/ increment over grade levels compared with

'the other nine wurce ratings.

Peers

The increment An ratings of.friends over grade levels vary signi-

ficantly with concepts. Thus, the loWest incremznt:s are found for WAR

aild CAUSES OF 'AR u:,.ereas the highest increments are found for PERM and

*OMAN NATURE. .

1 8
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Table 5: D-values for testing the linear component
of Grade x Concept interactions (three decimal

. points were used in the computation).

PREVEN- MOM- EVITA- OVER- TOTAL
yAR PEACE CAUSES TMON WTI! BILITY NATURE ALL LINEAR

Friende 2,7 4.2 2.7 3.9 3.3 3.8 4.6 3.0 28.1

TV at home No significant differences in the linear component

Radio 1.9 .1 0.1 1.0 -.4 -.7 .0 .0 2.0

r S Newspapers 4.3 1.1 4.0 1.1 2.4 2.5 2.8 3.5 21.7

DIA magazines 6.2 4.1 6.0 4.6 5.5 4.2 5.2 6.0 41.7

Books

movies in

3.8 3.5 6.0 5.3 6.6 5.2 6.0 4.3 40.7

theaters 2.8 3.3 3.5 -2.3 3.0 2.9 3.8 4.1 21.1

Teachers 1.3 .9 3.4 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.2 1.7 20.6

Textbooks 4.1. 2.7 6.2 5.3 5.7 5.3 4.8 3.3 37.3

Movies in
CEDOL school 3.3 2.1 2.6 1./ 1.9 1.9 3.5 2.7 17.7

TV in school -.,S 1.1 .1 .5 1.2 1.4 .0 1.3 5.1

Minister -,7 .0 .7 .6 c
..., -.0 1.0 1.3 2.0

414--

ION Content 1.3 3.2 1.4 2.3 1.6 1.7 2.5 1.5 15.5

Mass media

Ratings of three mass media sources, viz. newspapers, magazines, and

books all increase with grade level on each concept,. The ratings of these

sources ehow a great increase over grade levels for WAR and CAUSES OF WAR.

This increasivg linear trend for ratings of newspapers is notably lover

for PEACE and PREVENTION OF WAR. 7.1though the same can be asserted for

ratings of magazines and books, the differences are not that striking.

19
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Xereover, magazines and books are of increasing utility witll grafe

for acquisition of orientations towe'rele MORALITY, EVITABILITY and

IMMAN NATURE. Radio is of slight increasing utility with grade for

arriving at a concept of WAR, whereas of slight decreasing utility

for the development of the other concepts. The slopes for movies are

all 1.1:?ward except for one concept, viz. PREVENTION OF WAR.

School

Tile sine of the Dvalues for teachers suggests that the least

steep elopes pertain to WAR, macs, and OVERALL.. Textbooks have been

rated higher in utility over the four grade levels on each concept

with the least increment pertaining to macs. The steepest slope for

movies in school pertains to WAR and the least steep slopes pertain to

HUMAN NATURE and PREVENTION OF WAR. There are significant differences in

linearity over grade levels for Win school with the ateenest upward trend'

for EVITABILrTY.

Religion

A downward trend appears for the ratings of minister or teacher in

church for WAR end the steepest upward trend for OVERALL. WAR and

CAUSES OF WAR have the least steep slope on ratings of content of religion

whereas PEACE, PREVENTION OF WAR, and H(YMAN NATURE have the highest incre-

ment with =ads.

Summary and Conclusions

It ham become apperent throughout this paper (in the sections reporting

results on the effect of concepts and on interactions grade z concepts) that

ratings of the utility of varicUs sources tend to differ mainly between

the concepts WAR end-CAUSES OP WAR on one hand and the remaining concepts

on the other. Hence, in introducing a war-peace informational utility tacdele

20
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It seems reasooable to group the ooncepts accordino to these closters. In

Figure 5 the utility of each source has been classified according to

primary, secondary, and tertiary importance. The operational definitions

of these groups of sources were arrived at according to empirica/

aata (primary'3-9-4-9, Yesecondery=2-6-3-2 2to.rtierymiod° 2.5).

Furthermore, the data reported on indicate few signifiosnt differences in

ratings of sources between the two bvwer grades and between the two higher

aredes. Hence, grades 5 and 7 as well ps grades 10 an4 12 have been

coMbined.

TV at home has the highest degree of utility for all concepts. It is

of_more utility.for the war.coricepts, however, than for the other cluster

of concepts. This can be explained by: (1) there is more war material

presentod on TV at home than material nertaining to peace; prevention of wer,

morality of war, the question of evitability ofwar and human natures (2) war

material on TV at hams has more impact than material pertaining to the other

items (assuming equal time iv devoted to.both clusters of concepts); or

(3) there are interaction effects of (1) and (2). One should note-that

TV at home is only of secondary utilitv for 10-12 grade students in the

formation of orientations towards peace, war prevention, morality,

avitability and human nature, TWo other mass media sources (newspapers

and magazines) ere of primary importance for WAR and CAUSES OF WAR with

10-12 graders; one of these being.a primary source for the other concepts

as well, viz. newspapers. For the lower grades these two print sources

are of secondorv impertance for war-ocace orientations with more utility

for WAR and CAUSES OF WAR than for the other concepts. This same

conclusion applies to four other secoodary source's as well, vie. books,

radio, =vies in theaters and:teachorz. Textbooks are of greater utility

for the war concepts with 41-12 graders Mother, father, and friends

2 1
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are of higher utility for the cluster of five conceptF; than for

the war concepts. Tertiary sources are religion, movies; and TV in school,

Reliion has most impact on orientations towards PEACE and HUMAN

NATURE. Movies in school have greater utility for WAR and CAUSES OP

WAR. It should be noted that textbooks are of tertiary importance .

for 5-7 graders (left out of the ilodel) and of secondary. importance

for .10-12 graders. .With the latter, textbooks are of greatest utility

iv developing war orientations.

It vas noted at the-beginning of this paper that pre7adu1ts concep-

titan of war in different countries differ and that-variables commonly

used to explain such differences (e.g, personality variables, age, and

social position) were not sufficient to point out.eause-effect relation-

ships. xt vas the ourpose of the present papek to assess the relative

Smpact of sources of orientation thnt have been demonstrated to have

utility in developIng wax-peace orientations and to relate source

ratings to the sex and age (grade) Nariables.

The above model suggests that the communication structure of a

oocial system is 's viable independent variable sui generis, in that

the relationships between sex and grade are varied, It should be

noted, however, that face value analysis does not suggest 2.19.at

differences in source utility between the two social systems of

CanadA and the U.S. It shoUld not be implied from this, however, that

'cross-cultural-differences do not lariat when examining a wider

variety pf-secial systems, whichever-orientations. one chooses to measure.

3'.n extending the above model to comprise examples of a cross-section of

different communication and information systems, one might employ Galtung's

typology of stages.of-socioeconomic development which consists of eight
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different criteria, one of which is communication.-- The ?rimitive,

stage is characterized by walking, running, rowing and eye and ear

'Information processing. The traditional stage is characterized by

transportation by animals, wheels, sailing' with dispatches as the

basic information processing mechanism. The modern stage is known

by its steam and combustion engine and postal, telephonic and tele-

graphic communication system. Finally, in the neomodern stage, fiet

rockets and tele-satellite systems have arrived on the scene. ObviouslY,

the model presented would apply mainly to the society at the modern or

neamodern,stage.

One basic research question that needs to be tackled is the problem

of why certain sources are of more utility than others for certain

orientations. Is it caused by amount of exposure, type uf channel or

message (content)? The fact that TV in the homs has become of such

prime importan:e-in less than two decades suggests that exposure time is

the critical %;Tiriable. However, this contention is not supported by the

fact that this medium is of equal utility for 5th and 12th graders alike.

Also, the fact that there are significant differences in ratings of this

medium pertaining to various.concepts, indioate that the content is of more

importance than exposure time. Evidently there is a great need for inves-

tigating the interplay in effect of communicatiml between type oE medium

(channel), amount of exposure time and message in a variety of cultural

settings around the world.
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